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- 2 characters – T-rex and robot dog, Ted! - 2 unique card back styles – with and without a lightbulb! - 3 unique deck styles – Edward and his gold cards, and the late Peter E.T. - 9 gameplay modes to choose from – climb up the thorns of time, shine in the desert of time, zoom in the power of time, soar in
the fun of time, reach a kingdom in time, circle an island in time, keep up with the gang in time, give time a test drive, run into the blue lagoon in time, and travel as fast as you can in time! - Surprising elements of the future – watch out for changing cards when leaving time mode! - Comfy music to relax
to! - Many cheats to make things more fun! - Achievements! - A battery backup feature in case of a power failure! - The ability to change card backs and cards if you like! - And many other options to make things even more fun! Apple Store, iTunes, Google Play, Amazon AppStore Get an awesome,
handcrafted soundtrack by Maestro Hinterland at a discount while supporting independent musicians! Details: *** Apple Support *** If you have issues or need help, please visit: *** Google Play *** If you have issues or need help, please visit: *** Amazon AppStore *** If you have issues or need help,
please visit: Solitaire is a great game for people of all ages! This game is PRIVO Certified. The PRIVO certification guarantees that when you purchase this app you are purchasing a legitimate, quality and durable app. Pay $5.99 or go wild and get $15.99 worth of PRIVO stock! It's as simple as that! Terms
of use: Privacy policy: By downloading this game, you agree to the

Features Key:
A game for 2+ players which can be played in 10-20 minutes
It’s a class battle game
Star Keeper is now iOS-ready
Trust the Game Creator and the community to judge your work

What is Game creation platform?
You are a computer game developer. You need to build a hi tech game. Using game development tools, you integrate in the game the AI agents which will track the starkeepers and help the players during the game.

The development of Star Keeper started in August 2015. The game is still under development, so we expect it’s to change and evolve over the coming months. We are creating the game using Unity and the gameplay is played with a table tennis paddle. The artists are working in real time with the game creator
to improve the game and to add more variety.

Star Keeper is a class battle game, which means it starts the game with several predetermined “classes” of starkeepers and during the game learning mode will change these classes based on each starkeeper’s performances.

We’re using a framework called Petri’s shell. It’s a tool for authoring ambitious and open-ended platform games. We’ve been using this framework for the last years to produce games for mobile platforms like smartphones and tablets.

The game is already on Google Play and iTunes

Follow us on Twitter, Instagram and Facebook!

@the_foxandflock_team
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